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About This Content

Volume’s original soundtrack is ambient and slightly melodic, juxtaposed by full, orchestral Hollywood action sound. Composed
by David Housden (Thomas Was Alone), the soundtrack mixes the futuristic setting of Volume with its Robin Hood inspiration
by utilizing period instruments. Volume’s soundtrack includes the mandolin, a dulcimer, an Irish harp, an erhu (a Chinese two-

stringed bowed musical instrument).

Strings were recorded by Pete Whitfield; a musician, arranger and orchestrator whose CV includes work for One Direction,
Foxes and Kanye West. Soprano Riva Taylor provides vocals with mixing and mastering Daniel James.

"I hope it will keep the player on edge and keep the player’s experience interesting because it’s so different. I feel our ears are
attracted to contrast in sound and that’s something I’ve experimented with a lot. Time will tell how it’s received, but I’m really

happy with it now." - Housden

Volume: Original Soundtrack

01. Notes From the Past

02. Welcome to the Volume

03. Infiltration

04. Cultural Critique
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05. An Understanding

06. Honour Among Thieves

07. As It Was, So Shall It Be

08. Steal from the Rich

09. Give to the Poor

10. A Fickle Food

11. Consequences

12. Perchance to Dream

13. Fight or Flight

14. Revolution
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It's a fun, challenging game. Enjoying it so far. Only problem I've come across is at times after pausing and returning to game,
the hand you control will get locked in a fail animation and no viable option other than to close application and restart.. So the
season pass.

If you really liked this game, and want more, this is a good idea to buy. If you felt satisfied with your experience with the main
game, this may accually be a pass in my opinion. You get to play cold cold heart here, and the story is more or less rushed, but it
is still a fun experience.

You also get the senario pack with Bruce Wayne, and that is also a fun little extra, You also get a ton of diffrent costumes, and
many of them are refrences that hardcore Batman fan will properly find cool. Overall I enjoyed this seaons pass, but personal I
find it a bit dull. Thumps up. 4 out of 10. my kink is being giant and overpowering lots of small naked barbarians, this game let
me live that fantasy that I thought I never would be allowed to live, thank you from the bottom of my balls. I love the game, but
players are scarce. Please more players!. Got This game well knowing what I was getting into so I'll be brief with this for  I'm
not really a good reviewer.

This game is actually pretty fun when you get down to the rpg aspects. Not much to say on that classic jrpg feel with
turn based combat but the mechanics exclusive to this game make it really interesting and fun. Makes you at times
consider what you do so you don't reach the peak of your EP Meter  and
get\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665by monsters . The Art Style of the characters is also pretty good  Goro
Scares me still

 Now the fun part the  Mature Content
The H-Scenes are really really good if you're looking
for a game for it's H-Scenes for that lonely night or
just need to bust I highly recommend this game for
you.. classic game, first time played it more than a decade ago when we still had gaming magazines that included demos
on CD's
loved the game back then as a kid and i finally got around to playing it as a whole game, it did not disappoint me

game is a masterpiece of its time.. Puzzle Bots is a 2D puzzle game that is filled to the brim with character goofiness
and charm. If there is anything this game did right, it is proper humor for the casual audience it is intended for. The
story is pretty well written for a short game, and the voice acting is spot on. The one thing I did not like in Puzzle bots
was the non-existence of hints of any kind. Some of these puzzles were super elaborate, so in some cases it will be a
guess and check ordeal too see if the you are solving the puzzles correctly. Overall it was very difficult to find any fault
with this game, other than the fact it probably won’t appeal to the “hardcore” audience.. wish there was controller
support. this game is extremly fun and funny. I like this but there needs to be a volume contorl button.
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It's actually a rather fun top-down racer. Like a TRON-flavored R.C. Pro-Am. And since it's all 2D, it runs quite well on just
about any laptop.. Cute little puzzle game. Starts out simple, but gets more advanced over time. New mechanics are introduced
gently.

Due to the low price I would recommend this to anyone looking for a casual puzzler. Very suitable for children.. Basically Odin
is the only character I enjoyed playing. All the others seemed rather useless.. Well it is buggy, but in the developers defense they
are actively working on fixing the issues. The game seems interesting enough (thus far), but in its current state I wouldn't
recommend buying it unless it's seriously discounted. Game breaking bugs are becoming less frequent, but they still render the
game virtually unplayable(it still crashes every ten minutes or so). I will keep trying as new updates become available, and will
consider changing this to a positive review when the game actually works long enough for me to give it a proper chance (I say
consider because I can't tell whether it's any fun or not, not because I'm a stubborn♥♥♥♥♥♥.

P.S. At the time of this review, I only have an hour or two total invested into the game. I have windows 8.1, and games don't
always close properly, hence why it shows so many hours invested.. I played Close Combat : Last Stand Arnhem and then went
on to play this.

The differences are jolting.

Whereas, with CCLSA you could have a team in a building getting shot at for 5 minutes before one soldier was injured. In
CCGTC the whole team will die within a minute.
Crawl across open ground in CCLSA and you'll be fine. Try that in CCGTC and you'll be toast.

So many little things like the above turn the whole experience on its head.

Anyhow, its still the same poor AI, same poor fixed point aerial view etc etc.

One day the system will join us in the 21st century, until then, avoid it.. Friend bought me this game as a joke...........it wasn't
funny, and we aren't friends anymore.. its assassin's creed unity
that is all
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